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FOREWORD 

The  tests reported herein were conducted in furtherance of Department 

of the Army Research and Development Project 1-V-0-21701-A-0U6, "Traffic- 

ability and Mobility Research," Task l-V-0-21701-A-0lf6-02, "Surface Mobil- 

ity." This project is conducted under the sponsorship and guidance of the 

Directorate of Research and Development, U.S. Army Materiel Command. 

Hie tests were conducted by personnel of the Army Mobility Research 

Branch (AMEB), Mobility and Environmental (M&E) Division, U. S. Army Engi- 

neer Waterways Experiment Station (WES). Tests were conducted during the 

period ik August-10 September 1963 on the Fort Walnwright, Alaska, 

reservation. 

Acknowledgment Is made to the U.S. Army Arctic Test Board, Fort Waln- 

wright Detachment, for support in terms of personnel and test vehicles; and 

to personnel of the U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Labo- 

ratory, Alaska Field Station in general, and Mr. 0. W. Simon! in particular, 

for their participation during the field tests. 

Field tests were supp~vised by Messrs. E. S. Rush and B. G. Schreiner, 

Chief and Engineer, respectively, of the Trafflcability Section, AMRB, WES, 

under the general supervision of Mr. W. J. Turnbull, Technical Assistant 

for Soils and Environmental Engineering; Mr. W. G. Shockley, Chief of the 

M&E Division; and Mr. S. J. Knight, formerly Chief of the AMRB and now 

Assistant Chief of the M&E Division. This report was prepared by 

Messrs. Rush and Schreiner. 

Col. Alex G. Sutton, Jr., CE, and Col. John R. Oswalt, Jr., CE, were 

Directors of the WES during conduct of the program and preparation of this 

report. Mr. J. B. Tiffany was Technical Director. 
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SUMABY 

A program of trafflcability tests was conducted In unconflned muskeg 
areas at Fort Walnwrlght, Alaska, with four tracked vehicles: an Mll6 
amphibious cargo carriev, an M59 armored personnel carrier, an Vkl  combat 
tank, and an MÖQAl combat tank. Self-propelled, go-no go tests were con- 
ducted with all four vehicles; maximum-drawbar-pull tests were conducted 
with the Mll6, the M59, and the MUl; and cross-country speed tests were 
conducted with the Mll6 and the M59> 

Results indicate that a combination of depth to permafrost and 
strength of the muskeg layer above permafrost affects vehicle performance 
on a go-no go basis. Average maximum drawbar pull of the Mll6 was 59^ of 
its gross weight and apparently was limited by its torque converter output. 
The maximum pulls of the M59 and MUl ranged from 35 to ItO^t of their gross 
weights and were limited by traction capacity of the muskeg. In the cross- 
country tests, the speed of the Mll6 was greatly affected by the inability 
of the driver to see over the vegetation ahead of him. The reduction in 
speed of both the Mll6 and the M59 when traveling on muskeg, as caqyared 
with maximum speed on hard surface, may be attributed to increased motion 
resistance. 

Depth to permafrost was affected by surf ewe cover; the shallowest 
permafrost was found generally under dense woody vegetation, and the deep- 
est permafrost was found generally in areas covered with grass and water 
or where all vegetation had been removed. 

It is recomnended that additional tests, including tests with a few 
wheeled vehicles, be conducted and that tests be conducted to develop an 
adequate remolding test for muskeg. 

vli 
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mmCABILm TESTS OK UNCOHnMED ORGANIC IERRAIW (MUSKEG) 

SIMMER 1963 OESTS 

PART I;    INTRCDUCTIOK 

Previous InvestlgatlonB 

1.    During 1961 a modest program of trafficabillty tests was con- 

ducted in confined muskeg areas near Parry Sound, ftitarlo, Canada, by per- 

sonnel of the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) ari 

of McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, under contract to WES.    During 

the svmmer of 1962, a more conprehensive program was conducted by the same 

two agencies in the same general area.    TVo reports have been prepared ft-om 

data collected on these test programs.*    These reports indicate that in- 

struments and techniques used to determine the trafficability of mineral 

soils** also can be used to determine the trafficability of muskeg pro- 

vided certain modifications of techniques of measurement are ea^loyed.    The 

Parry Sound tests were conducted on muskeg confined in the depressions and 

troughs of the glaciated Canadian Shield.    In these tests muskeg was at 

least 3 ft deep so that effects on vehicle performance were attributable in 

most tests to the properties of the muskeg itself.    In the test program re- 

ported herein, tests were run on unconfined muskeg areas where vehicle per- 

formance was affected by permafrost depth and by mineral soil underlying 

the muskeg.    Depths of muskeg ranged from about 12 to 18 in. and were con- 

sidered to be representative of vast, usually flat, organic terrain found 

in Alaska and northern and northwestern Canada. 

*   U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, CE, Trafficability 
Tests on Confined Organic Tferrain (Muskeg). Technical Report Ho. 3-656, 
Report 1. Summer 196l Testa, by H. W. Badforth and E. S. Rush (Vlcksburg, 
Miss., September 1930; and Report 2, Sunmer 1962 Tests, by E. S. Ihish, 
B. Q. Schreiner, and N. W. Radforth (vlcksburg. Miss., December 1965). 

*«   U. S. Amy Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, CE, Trafficability of 
Soils; A S"—»'•y of Trafficability Studien Through 1955, by S. J. Knight, 
Technical Memorandum Ho. 3-2tO, Fourteenth Supplement IVicksburg, Miss., 
December 1956). 



PurpoBe and Scope 

2. the principal purpose of the program reported herein was to con- 

duct pilot teats on unconfined auskeg underlain by permafrost to determine 

the effects on vehicle performance of muskeg properties and of depth to 

putmtroBt. 
3. Trafflcabillty tests were conducted vitl; four tracked vehicles 

on muskeg areas that had various types of vegetal cover and a range of 

depths to permafrost.    Measurements were made of cone Index, vane shear, 

moisture content, and density of the muskeg, and of depth to permafrost. 

Attests were   then made to correlate measurements of muskeg with the per- 

formance of vehicles in terms of go-no go or inaximum drawbar pull.    A few 

cross-country tests also were conducted to determine the maximum safe speed 

of two of the vehicles. 

Definitions 

k.    Most trafflcabillty terms and muskeg terms used in this report 

are defined in Ttechnical Report No.  3-656, Report 2; new terms used in this 

report will be defined as they are introduced.    Description and classifica- 

tion of organic terrain features (vegetal cover classes) follow the guide 

developed by Dr. H. W. Radforth (Appendix A,  TR 3-656, Report l), except 

that in the cross-country tests the WES system, described in Appendix A of 

IR 3 656, Report 2, is used. 



■’’’mei* -

PART II: TEST PROGRAM

Location and Description of Test Areas 
and Test Sites

Location

5. Two teat areas, referred to as A&A and Birch Hill areas, were 

located on the Port Wainwright reservation as shown in fig. 1. Locations 

of the various test sites are shown on the airpbotos in figs. 2 and 3« 

Description

6. Descriptions of the test areas and test sites utilized field 

observations and measuresients by test personnel, including vegetal cover 
class and topogrsqphic feature designations as specified by the Radforth 

Bnuheg classifj.cation system. Both areas were flat, low-lying, poorly 

drained bottoeilands. Both also were segmented by numerous drainageways or 
old streaubeds. Vegetation cover varied widely within each area both in

m
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■paciM aa& cover density.    Representative ground photos of portions of 
each area are shown In figs, k through 7* 

?.    The general test areas were large and each area contained a 
variety of cover classes.    Vehicle test sites (VTS) were marked In both 
areas for conduct of multiple-pass, go-no go tests and In Birch Hill area 
for draWbar teste (DBT) and cross-country tests (CCT). 

8.    Four VTS were located In the AM area.    Thirteen VTS, two CCT 
sites, and two DBT sites were located in the Birch Hill area.   A sunmary 
description of each site is presented in the following tabulation. 

Average 
Surface 

Cover 
Fontula 

Dominant 
Topographic 

Feature 

Average Subsurface 
Profile, In. 

Test 
Site Muskeg 

Mineral 
Soil 

Perma- 
frost 

AM Area 

VTS-1 
VTS-2 
VTS-3 
VTS-U 

DFI 
CI 
VEI 
BKT 

Tussocks 
Depression 
Tussocks 
Tussocks 

0-6 
0-36 
0-5 
0-18 

6-21 

5-25 

21 
36 
25 
18 

Birch Hill Area 

VTS-1 
VTS-2 
VTS-3 
VTS-U 

BKT 
DEF 
BDF 
n-c 

Flat 
Tussocks 
Tussocks 
Depression 

0-18 
0-5 
0-5 
0-18 

5-17 
5-11 

18-33 

18 
17 
11 
33 

VTS->»A 
VTS-5 
VTS-6 
VTS-7 

IT-C 
DEF 
CEI 
C 

nat 
Tussocks 
Depression 
Depression 

0-37 
0-6 
0-25 
0-28 

6-18 
37 
18 
25 
28 

VTS-8 
VTS-9 
VTS-io 
VTS-11 

BEI-BDI 
AEI-BEI 
BEI 
WRT 

Tussocks 
Mounds 
Tussocks 
Mounds 

0-5 
0-16 
0-12 
0-17 

3-2k 2k 
16 
12 
17 

VTS-1U 
DBT-1 
DHT-2 
CCT-1 
CCT-2 

DEI-BEI 
DPI 
DEI 
BEI 
BDI 

Mounds 
Tussocks 
Mounds 
Tussocks 
Mounds 

0-22 
0-12 
0-16 
0-6 
0-6 

12-18 
16-18 
6-20 
6-2lf 

22 
18 
18 
20 
21+ 



r

Fig. 4. A&A area 
VTS-1

Pig. 5. Birch Hill area 
VTS-1 in foreground; 
looking toward VTS-9> 

-10, and -11

Fig. 6. Birch Hill area 
VTS-2

Fig. 7. Birch Hill area 
VTS-3
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C3rg^ie Terrain D»t> Collectad

Yeattatlctt

9. A aurface cover formila wm Malgned to each teat alte od the 

baala of the prooinence of the vegetation typea at that alte. Thla waa 
done by obaervatlon ftroai a dlatance of approxlaately 100 ft. Also, a 
apeclflc aurface cover foranila waa deteradned for the vegetation along the 

proposed for a given vehicle test. The teat lane formula may differ 

from the test site (VTB, DBT, or CCT) formula because the proaiinence of 
vegetation types nay be different within a smaller area or the vegetation 
may appear different from a different vantage point. Surface cover for-

for each vehicle test are given in table 1 for VTS and DBT. 

Topographic features
10. Tussocks. The aiost predominant topographic feature encoiantered

was tussocks. In the areas studied.
this feature resulted from the 
growth habit of cottongraas. The 

plants (fig. 8) have a tufted top 

eind vertical sides and occur in 
patches. Sometimes the plants are 
close enovigh together for a man to 

walk on or for a vehicle to ride on, 
but at other times they are spaced 

far enough apaurt to make walking 
on them difficult to inpossible.
The tussocks encountered d\iring this 
program were relatively firm and 

usually ranged in height from 5 to 
1^ in.; however, a few plants as 

high as 30 in. were seen.
11. Mounds. In a few test

!hissock

sites, low mounds of loose, soft 
peat occurred, usually beneath 
vegetation cover classes A and B.

8
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These Bounds st the tlae of testing caused no trouble to vehicle travel, 
but during the winter season when they are ftt>sen, they probably would 

cause an uncomfortable ride. Mounds ranged In area ftrom a few square 

Inches to about 25 sq ft, and In height from about 3 In. to 12-15 In.

12. Depressions. Another topographic feature encountered was de

pressions (fig. 9)- These normally contained water and siqpported vegeta

tion different from that surrounding them. Depressions examined ranged In

Fig. 9* Depression

size from about 25 by 50 ft (A&A area, site 2) to about 500 ft In diam

eter (Birch mil airea, site 7).
Subsurface profile

13. FOr e«u:h vehicle test, neasvirements were made of depth of or

ganic material, occurrence and depth of mineral soil, and depth to perma

frost. The surface layer was composed of organic material that varied In 
depth (from one site to the next) either to mineral soil or to permafrost. 

At soaw sites the gradatlcm tram the organic material layer to the mineral 
soil (field classification, highly organic sandy silt) layer was gradual 
and not well defined. Ihe depths shown In table 1 and paragraph 8 were 
determined largely on the basis of change In color and texture.

Trafflcablllty Data Collected

Cone Index

l4. Cone Index was measured with the cone penetrometer, the

■ P
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laitnamt uMd In Mineral iolU «nd In the prevlou« tramcrtillty »tudlea 

In muk*.   Before each whlcle teet, a lOO-ft-long lane was eBtabllahed 

and cone indexes «re Beaam-ed at lO-ft intervals along the anticipated 

center lliw of e«sh track. Measurements were made at the surface, at 3-ln. 

vertical Increments to a depth of 12 In., then at 6-in. vertical increments 

to 36 In. or to permafrost. Before-traffic cone index data are presented 

la Mbles 2 and 3. Tor  some tests cone Indexes of the tussocks were mea- 

sured to obtain an Indication of their toughness. These data are shown in 

table 2. 

Itemoldlng index 
15. Remolding Indexes usually were measured near the center of the 

test lane. Attempts were made to obtain remolding indexes in all test 

sites; however in most cases, the sample obtained simply compressed under 

the blows of the hanner, making the test meaningless. Because of the dif- 

ficulty of obtaining indexes and of the erratic values obtained, remolding 

indexes are not shown. Time did not permit the deU^nation of direction 

and magnitude of strength changes with traffic nor the development of a re- 

molding test technique that provided adequate results in the areas tested. 

Moisture content and density 
16. Series were obtained in 6-in. vertical Increments from the sur- 

face to 18 in. or to permafrost in most vehicle test lanes. From these 

samples, determinations were made of the moisture content and dry density 

for each 6-in. layer. These data are shown in table 1. 

Rut depth 
17. Rut depth was determined by stopping the vehicle in the ruts and 

deteminlne the depth free, the original muskeg surface to the bottom of the 

tracks.    TO do this, a zero datum line was established on each vehicle at 

a location that remained visible even when the sinkage was great.    Rut 

depth then was determined by measuring the distance from the zero line on 

the vehicle to the muskeg surface at a point approximately 3 ft from the 

vehicle.    K>r tests in which measurements were made, data are presented in 

table 2. 

Miscellaneous data 
18. Miscellaneous data were collected as necessary to explain 

10 



results and describe test conditions. Notes were made of vehicle perfor

mance and other elements of the test program, and photographs were taken 

of terrain, vehicles, and vehicle tests in progress.

Vehicles

19. Tlie vehicles tested sure shown in figs. 10 throu^ 13. Vehicle 

characteristics are tabvilated on the following page.

Fig. 10. MII6 aB5>hibio\is caxgo 
carrier

Pig. 11. M59 ajrmored personnel 
carrier

Fig. 12. 1^1 combat tank Fig. 13. M60AI coanbat tank



MU6 M?9 

it0,200 

Mia M60A1 

7,600 ^5,500 95,000 

20 
98 

21 
121 

21 
128 

28 
167 

3,920 5,082 5,376 9,3W 

l^ 7-92 8.1t5 10.20 

15-50 18.00 17.50 18.00 

160 127 W 61»3 

 Ythlel« CtiMfctwlitlc  

OroM v«hicl« wslcht, lb 

Track: 
Width («M track). In. 
Langth (one track). In. 
Araa In contact with the ground 

(all tracka), iq In. 

QroiniA contact prasaure, pal 

(bound clearance. In. 

Engine horaepower 

Ccaputed vehicle cone Index (for 
fine-grained mineral soils) 25 k3 hh 1*9 

Test Procedures 

Self-propelled teats 

20. Self-propelled tests were conducted by runnitg the vehicle back 

and forth at 1 to 2 oph in a test lane 100 ft long.    If for some reason a 

vehicle did not perform as well in reverse as It did in forward movement, 

passes were run traveling forward only.    The vehicle trafficked the test 

lane until It became limoblllzed, until it became obvious (usually because 

the vehicle was riding on permafrost) that lamdblllzatlon was not likely, 

or until the vehicle completed Uo to 50 passes.    Behavior of the soil and 

vehicle was observed. 

Maximum-drawbar-pull tests 

21. Maximum-drawbar-pull tests were conducted at one site with the 

Mll6, and at two sites with the M59 and the M^l.    To obtain a maximum 

drawbar pull without developing a drawbar pull-slip curve, the following 

procedures were followed.    The test and load vehicles were allowed to move 

forward together at a steady speed of 1 to 2 oph.   The load-vehicle driver 

gradually applied his brakes, thereby increasing the load on the test 

vehicle until 100^ slip was developed.    The oscillograph trace obtained 

frcn the load dynamometer during this run was examined to determine the ap- 

proximate maximum pull.    The vehicles then were rerun in a closely adjacent 

lane, and a pull approximating the original naximum pull was maintained for 

12 



a distance of about two vehicle lengths.    This aaxlaum pull then was 
checked hy increasing the load.    If the increased load caused a halt in 
forward progress or If the atteapt to increase the load caused a decrease 
in pull according to the oscillograph trace, the maximum pull was con- 
sidered to have heen attained.    Slip was not measured in these tests. 

Cross-country tests 
22.    In tiw cross-country teste, the test-vehicle driver proceeded 

as fast as possible through a marked test coarse overriding all vegetation 
in his path.    The tlae required to traverse the course was measured, and 
the driver was questioned about such Performance parameters as ride and 

visibility. 

13 



nun nit  AMALHis a? DATA 

Self-Prop«Ued fc«ta 

23.    BM principal objective of the self-propelled tests was to dis- 

tinguish traffieable auikag cooditioas frost nontr*ffloable conditions for 

particular vehicles.   Ohfortunately, owing largely to the fact that only a 

few test* were performed with each vehicle in this pilot study,    this ob- 

jective was not fully net.    However, sane insight into the relations be- 

tween nuskeg characteristics and vehicle performance was gained from care- 

ful observation of the tests thestselves, and this Insight was at least 

partially verified by a subsequent analysis of the data. 

Zk.   Observers gained the distinct impression that the depth to penna- 

frost and the consistency or strength of the unfrozen layer above the perma- 

frost were the two most pertinent features in assessing the trafficability 

of muskeg.    It was hypothesized that in some muskeg conditions one or the 

other of these two features was clearly predominant in determining vehicle 

performance, while in others the combination of depth to permafrost and 

strength of topstratum determined vehicle performance. 

25.    The hypothesis is illustrated in fig. lU.    Depth to permafrost 

is shown as the Y-axis, strength of topstratum as the X-axis.    The solid 

line divides go and no gp conditions.    No quantities are shown.    In zone 1 

it is considered that the permafrost is sufficiently close to the surface 

of the ground to support the traffic of a vehicle.    In this case, the 

strength of the topstratum is practically immaterial.    In fact,  a very weak 

topstratum would provide better trafficability because it would offer less 

rolling resistance to the vehicle than would a stronger one.    Zone 2 

specifies a condition of topstratum strength sufficiently high to support 

the vehicle regardless of depth to permafrost.    In zone 3 the permafrost is 

too deep and the topstratum too weak to permit successful travel of the 

vehicle.    Deep sinkage occurs; and although the permafrost may at times 

intercept the stress bulb created by the vehicle, the advantt^e in traction 

thus gained is not enough to offset the rolling resistance of the soft 

(but not liquid) soil.    In zones h and 5 combinations of depth to 

Ik 



STREMOTH OF TOP »TRATUM 

Fig. ll*.    Hypothetical performance c\irve 

permafrost and strength of tppatratum faTorable to traffic are presumed 

to occur.    In zone k the tppstratum is presumed to be soft enough to per- 

mit the vehicle to rut deeply and operate on the permaffrogt.   In zone 5 

the strength of the topstratum, not sufficient per se to ensure traffic, 

is enhance«? by the proximity of the frozen layer, and the net result is 

that enough traction is developed to overccme the rolling resistance of 

the topstratum.    Ruts in zone 5 presumably would not be as deep as those 

in zone k.   Zone 6 represents a combination of depth to permafrost and 

strength of topstratum wherein the vehicle is not  sufficiently aided by 

the prorljiilty of the frozea layer to cvercome the rolling resistance of 

the relatively stiff soil above it.    Zone 7 represents the practically 

liquid candltlon in «hieb only amphibious vehicles could operate since 

the muskeg would be too soft and the permafrost too deep to provide trac- 

tion.    It is presumed that the vehicle would float and its tracks or an 

15 



■tudlluy propulsion lystem would provide forward thrust to overcome any 

frontal resistance. 
26. In accordance with the foregoing hypothesis, the effect of depth 

to permafrost and strength of topstratum on vehicle performance was 

examined by plotting the average values of these parameters for a given 

test and indicating whether the test was one in which immobilization 

occurred or not, and then drawing a line separating immobilizations from 

nonisHObilizations.    Plate 1 was the most successful of several attempts 

to utilize a single (critical) layer of topstratum; in plate 2,  the entire 

topstratum is considered.    While certainly not conclusive, this analysis 

does tend to support the hypothesis offered.    The necessity for additional 

testing to verify the hypothesis or to develop more definitive criteria 

for assessing the trafflcability of muskeg in which permafrost occurs 

appears obvious. 

Effects of critical layer cone index 
and depth to permafrost on performance 

27. Trafflcability studies in fine-grained and coarse-grained soils 

and in confined muskegs have revealed that vehicle performance on the 

basis of go-no go for 50 passes usually can be associated with the strength 

of the medium in some particular layer, called the critical layer.    This 

Isyer, firmly established for soils on the basis of the type and wei^it of 

vehicle and the strength profile of the soil, has not been well defined for 

muskeg.    In the following analysis, a close examination of the data appeared 

to indicate that the 3- to 9-in. layer was critical for the Mll6, which 

weighed 7600 lb, while the 12- to l8-ln. layer was critical for the other, 

heavier vehicles.    These determinations of critical layer are to be con- 

sidered tentative. 
28. Mll6 aajphibious cargo carrier.    Eleven tests were conducted with 

the Mll6 on muskeg that ranged from 13 to 38 in.  in depth to permafrost and 

from 20 to 86 in cone index of the critical layer (3- to 9-in.).    These 

tests are plotted in fig. a of plate 1.    The vehicle was immobilized in two 

tests (23 and 7h) on the 26th and 27th passes.    Depths to permafrost were 

37 and 30 in., and cone Indexes of the critical layer were less than 30. 

In two other tests (19 and 2^) the depths to permafrost were 37 and 38 in., 

16 



but cone index was greater than 50. In these tests, the vehicle under- 

carriage was dragging and some track slip occurred during the final 

passes, but in both tests the vehicle was able to complete UO passes with- 

out Ejrious difficulty. In test 27 in which depth to permafrost was 28 in. 

and cone index was 38, the vehicle completed 30 passes with ease and the 

test was halted. 

29. Fig. a, plate 1, indicates that the vehicle will operate for 

kO  to 50 passes on 28 in. of unfrozen muskeg when the cone index of the 

critical layer is at least 38 and that it will operate on 37 to 38 in. of 

unfrozen muskeg when the cone index of the critical layer is greater 

than 50. 

30. In three of the tests (2, 6, and Ik),  there was a layer of 

mineral soil beneath the organic material. However, because of the shallow- 

ness of permafrost, the vehicle was able to travel with ease, and the 

effects of the mineral soil layer could not be determined. 

31. M59 armored personnel carrier. Data plots of the M59 tests 

are shown in fig. b of plate 1. Thirteen tests were run; three tests 

(20, 21, and 25) resulted in immobilizations on the 17th, 39th, and 11th 

passes, respectively, and one test (5A) resulted in the vehicle expe- 

riencing difficulty (high track slip) on the 8th through 10th passes until 

it moved enough muskeg out of the ruts for the tracks to reach permafrost. 

Fig. 15 shows the M59 at various intervals during test 21. 

32. The go-no go line shown for the M59 In plate 1 ignores the fact 

that test 3 was a go test, i.e. considers that test 3 was an anomaly. 

(Such anomalies are not rare in the admittedly incomplete type of analysis 

made herein.) There is Justification for considering test 3 an anomaly 

since the vehicle completed 20 passes at a cone index less than and depth 

to permafrost greater than two of the tests (20 and 25) in which the 

veY      i  became inaobilized. However, it should be noted that test 3 was 

conducted in an area flooded with about 9 in. of water. As the vehicle 

moved in the test lane, the relatively firm muskeg was mixed with the water 

to develop an almost liquid mass. Hie rut development was rapid and was 

further aided by large waves of liquid material that were removed froia 

the test lane each time the vehicle reached the end of a pass. By the fifth 
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Fig. 15. M59 surmored personnel carrier, test 21
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pass, the ruts were already 23 in. deep, and the vehicle was traveling 
within 13 in. of the permafrost, apparently close enough to benefit 
thereftom.

33• Fig. b, plate 1, indicates that the M59 will travel (with 
difficxilty) on 25 in. of muskeg with a critical layer cone index of 105 
(test 5A). When permafrost is within I8 in. of the surface and cone index 
is above 200, the vehicle can complete the prescribed number of passes 
without difficulty.

3^. m41 combat tank. Sixteen tests (fig. c, plate l) were con

ducted with the m41 on muskeg that ranged from 12 to 34 in. in depth to 

permafrost and from 58 to 300+ in cone index of the critical layer. Ei^t 
tests resiilted in immobilizations. The m41 being retrieved after a second- 
pass Immobilization in test 30 is shown in fig. 16. Except for test 56, all 
Immobilizations occurred on areas where permafrost was 20 in. or more below 

the siirface. In test 56 the vehicle weis immobilized on the first pass.
The immobilization was believed to have been caused by the vehicle traveling 

too slowly throxigh the lane. The undercarriage gradually pushed vegetation 
into a pile in front of the vehicle \intil resistance was too great to

m

■ -«

Fig. 16. Retrieval of 1^*1 after second-pass 
immobilization, test 30



overcoae at the alow speed. Once this situation developed, the tracks 

began to spin and forward motion ceased. The vehicle «as not able to back 

up after its tracks were allowed to spin. In test 57. run adjacent and 

parallel to test 56, the vehicle was allowed to travel at 2 to 3 mph, and 

it coapleted the first pass without difficulty. Traffic continued, and by 

the 10th pass the vehicle was riding on permafrost and traveling with ease. 

35. Evidence of the effects of the combination of depth to perma- 

frost and cone index on vehicle performance may be seen by examining tests 

58 and 59. Both tests were conducted in the same VTS where permafrost was 

20 in. below the surface. In test 59 on a cone index of 89, the vehicle 

ratted deeply on the first pass and was lamobilized on the second pass; 

whereas in test 58 on a cone index of 130, the vehicle rutted gradually 

and was traveling with ease on permafrost at 22 passes. Thus the Hkl  can 

travel on 20 in. of muskeg if the cone index of the critical layer is at 

least 130. 

36. M6Qftl combat tank. Ten tests were run with the M6QA1 combat 

tank on muskeg that ranged from 15 to 29 in. in depth to permafrost and 

from Ä to 232 in cone index (fig. d, plate l). The influence of cone 

index and depth to permafrost on performance of the M6QA1 is not as well 

defined as it was with the other vehicles. It is possible that the critical 

point on the performance cur-/e for this vehicle represented a depth to 

permafrost that is less than its ground clearance (l8 in.); however, depth- 

cone index combinations to determine this were not found during this test 

program. 

37. On the basis of the tests conducted it appears that the strength 

of the 12- to l8-in. layer does have some influence on performance when 

considered in combination with depths to permafrost. For example, in test 

15 the M6CI/Ü. became inB»bilized on a 197 cone index and 17-in. depth to 

permafrost, while in an adjacent test (test 16) on a 198 cone index and 

a 15-in. depth to permafrost, the vehicle was able to travel with a little 

difficulty; thus an additional 2 in. in depth to permafrost appears to have 

made the difference between go and no 00. 

38. Results from tests 3^, 35, 10, 15, and l6, in which depth to 

permafrost was between 15 and 20 in. and cone indexes were between 118 
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and 198, indicate that the amount of rutting per pass, which is determined 

by the muskeg strength and vegetation to\ighness, probably affects the 

performance on a go-no go basis. If rutting is such that the undercarriage 

begins to drag on early p&isses, the vehicle may hang up on the tough 
vegetation (usually tussocks) even though permafrost may be only about 
15 in. below the surface. If rutting is grad\ial so that on each pass the 
vehicle removes -<nn>Ln quantities of vegetation and muakeK from the surface 

between the two track
paths, then the vehi

cle may go even though 
permafrost is 20 in. 
deep. Allowing a 
margin of safety, the 

m6QA1 should be able 

to travel easily on a 
cone index of 150 if 
permafrost is within 
about 16 in. of the 

surface.

39. Scenes 

illustrating the ef

fect of rutting on two 
n6QA1 tests are shown 

in figs. 17 and 18.
In fig. 17 front and 
rear views of the 
m6QA1 immobilized on 
the first pass in test 
9 show the effects of 

deep rutting on early 
passes. Vegetation is 

sheared by the vmder- 

belly of the vehicle 
and piled up in front.

a. Front view showing buildup of vegetation

V ‘

f-W ^

>

b. Resir view showing sheared €irea between tracks

Fig. 17. M6QA1 immobilized on first pass by 
buildup of vegetation in front of vehicle, test 9
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thereby causing a halt in forward progress. In this test the vehicle was 

able to back up and continue traffic in the initial part of the test lane 

while riding on permafrost. In a similar test (test 8), the vehicle was 

unable to back over the pile of muskeg accumulated at the end of the test 

lane (fig. l8a) but was able to go forward and, with a series of back-and- 

forth movements, turn completely around (fig. l8b) and then go out of the 

test lane at a slight angle (fig. l8c). The vehicle was riding on perma- 

frost for most of this operation. 

ko.    Comparisons of performance. As can be seen in figs, a through 

d, plate 1, the data permit the establishment of only a se»nent of per- 

fonnance curves hypothesized in paragraphs 24 and 25« Curve sogments for 

the four vehicles are shown as a family In fig. e, plate 1. The family of 

curves shows that the Mll6 perfoimed on weaker muskeg and deeper penaafrost 

than did the M59 and »HH, which had similar perfonnance and, in turn, per- 

formed on weaker muskeg and deeper pennafrost than did the M60A1. 

Effects ux" unfrozen layer cone index 
and degth to permafrost on performance 

Ul. Cone index of the unfrozen layer is plotted against depth to 

permafrost in plate 2 for all vehicle tests. Segments of perfonnance curves 

vere drawn using the hypothesis described in paragraphs 2h  and 25. In this 

plate it may be seen that the curves have similar shape and position with 

respect to vehicles as those in plate 1, except that the Hkl  and M59 have 

distinct curves. Fig. e, plate 2, indicates that the MlH is able to per- 

fomi on weaker and deeper muskeg than the M59. If the hypothesis holds for 

extremely weak and deep muskeg, the M?9 will perfom better under such con- 

dltions than the MUl since the M59 is amphibious and the MUl is not. 

Maximum-Drawbar-Pull Tests 

UZ.    Maximum-drawbar-pull tests were conducted in drawbar test 

site 1 with the MU6, the M59. and the MUl, and in drawbar test site 2 

with the M59 and the MUl. Maximum pull was determined by the method de- 

scribed in paragraph 21, and results are given in table 3- 
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Taut» with »16 
k3.   Only two draWbar-pull tests wei>e conducted with the Mll6 since 

It bad difficulty developing a MJCIBU« pu:i because of torque converter 

output liBitation«.    The hiebest pull developed while traveling at 1 to ü 

msto ma »»550 lb or 59.3$ of the gross vehicle weight, and the average for 

the two teats was WM-   Additional resistance applied hy the load vehicle 

caused a halt in forward »otion of the 1016.    In the stopped condition, the 

engine was still running at ■axiau« power output and the pull recorded on 

the oscillograph was about 5000 lb.    There was very little track slip, and 

track sinkage was only 2 to 3 in.    The muskeg offered adequate bearing and 

traction capacity for higher pulls had the vehicle power system permitted. 

Average 0- to 6-in. cone index was 50, and average depth to pemafrost 

was SO in. 

Tests with M59 
¥».    Bight drawbar-pull tests (four in DBT-l and four In DBT-2) were 

conducted with the M59.    There was very little difference between the 

average cone indexes and maximum pulls at the two sites.   Haximum drawbar 

pulls ranged from &.& to UZ.jf, of the gross vehicle weight and averaged 

38.6)1 for the ei^rt tests.    During the maximum pulls, track slip was 

estimated to be about 30* and sinkage was about 6 to 12 in.    At 100* 

track slip the M59 was able to develop pulls of kk.6 to 1*9.7* of the 

gross vehicle weight, and it was noted that at 100* track slip the sink- 

age was 12 to 15 in.    The increase in pull at the high Blip probably 

was caused by the Increased sinkage that peimitted the tracks to operate 

near the permafrost surface and in higher soil strength conditions.    Dif- 

ferences in maximum pulls could not be related to soil strength or differ- 

ences in muskeg.    Average 6- to 12-in. cone index was 84, and average 

depth to permafrost was 17 in. 

Tests with Mjtl 
l»5.    Twelve drawbar-pull tests (eight In DOT-1 and four in DBT-2) were 

conducted with the Vkl tank.    Maximum drawbar pulls ranged from 28.6 to 

kQM of the gross vehicle weight and averaged 39-6* for the 12 tests. 

During the maximum drawbar pulls, track slip was noted to be higher than 

that of the M59, probably about 1»0 to 50* "Up, and sinkage was estimated 
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to be about 9 to 15 in.    The average maximum pull for tests in DBT-1 was 

k2.€/f, on a 6- to 12-ln. average cone index of 86 and an average depth to 

permafrost of 19 in., and for tests in DBT-2 was 33.5ll on a 6- to 12-in. 

average cone index of 72 and an average depth to permafrost of 17 in.   At 

lOOf, track slip, drawbar pulls were 36.3 to 38.6]t of gross vehicle weight. 

Sinkage did not increase noticeably during 1Ü0£ slip, probably because the 

tracks were operating near the permafrost surface during the naximum draw- 

bar pulls. 

Cross-Country Tests 

U6.    Pour cross-country tests were conducted with two vehicles, the 

Mll6 and the M59.    One tesj was run with each vehicle on each of two 

test courses.    Vehicle, terrain,  and soil characteristics were measured 

on each test course, and performance was determined for each test.    Analysis 

of data consisted of a qualitative evaluation of the effects of terrain 

and soil factors on performance.    Parameters considered were time required 

to traverse the test course, ride quality,  and the visual field afforded the 

driver (hereafter temed "visibility").    Elapsed time was Measured with a 

stopwatch on the vehicle.    Qualitative determinations of ride quality and 

visibility were made by the driver.    The same man was driver in all tests. 

Sunmary data for the tests are given In table k, and the microgeometiy of 

the terrain is shown in plates 3 and k. 

Speed and visibility 
U7.    The Mll6 traversed course 1 at over twice the speed that it 

traversed course 2; the difference in speed is attributed to the differ- 

ence in visibility and differences in forces required to override vegeta- 

tion.    The vegetation determinants in table 1» Indicate that height class 

V (about 5 to l6 ft) was predominant in both courses.    The eye level of 

the driver in the Mll6 was approximately 6 ft above the ground and well 

within the range of foliage of both birch trees in course 1 ami spruce 

trees in course 2.    The denser foliage of spruce trees and closer spacing 

of trees in course 2 was believed to be the main cause of reduced speed; 

but it was the driver's opinion that the closer spacing of tree stems In 
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eoarm 2 did not contribute •igniflcantly to reduced speed, and that he 

could hare gone fut«r in course 2 had lie been able to see better.   Accord- 

ing to the driver, the average speed of 13.0 mph through course 1 was as 

fast as the NU6 «ould go, but he would not have driven faster had the 

vehicle's speed capability been greater.    The Nll6 can go at least 30 mph 

on a hard-aurfaced road.   Ho vehicle damged occurred on either course. 

k6.    The N59 traversed course 1 at 8.7 mph and course 2 at a slightly 

slower 7.5 to 7.6 «ph.    Ihe difference probably can be attributed mainly 

to forces required to override the denser vegetation In course 2; since 

in the 1159, the driver's eye level was approximately 3.5 ft higher than 

in the 1016, and thic increased height allowed the driver to see over the 

densest part of the foliage.   Although the M59's maximum speed on firm 

soil is about the saae as the Mll6, the driver stated that 8.7 mph was 

as fast as the vehicle would go In the soil conditions in which It was 

tested and that he would have driven faster had the vehicle been able to go 

faster. 
49. The reduction in speed for both vehicles when traveling through 

test course 1 as coapared to maxlmua speeds on hard surfaces may be attrib- 

uted mainly to the lesser soil strength which caused «n Increase in motion 

resistance.    The speed reduction was more noticeable for the M59. probably 

because it is heavier and has higher soil strength requirements than the 

M116 for similar perfomance.    The average 0- to 12-in. cone index for 

course 1 was 88 and for course 2 wits 7k.   Depth to permafrost was 20 In. 

in course 1 and 21* in. in course 2. 

Ride 
50. The driver Judged the ride to be good In the Mll6 over both 

test courses, but judged the ride to be only poor to fair in the M59.    It 

should be noted that although the driver judged the ride as poor, he seated 

that he would have driven faster if the H59 would have gone faster.    Ap- 

parently,  ride quality did not limit the speed at which the vehicle could 

travel in this Instance. 
51. The terrain roughness (probably the major terrain factor affec- 

ting ride) microterrain class "rough to Intermediate" for course 1 (table 1*) 

was determined by the presence of tussocks rather than soil surface 
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configurations.    Toot traffic was slow and difficult because the tussocks 

were spaced too close to walk between and were too unstable to walk on with 

confidence.    The vehicles were able to bridge the open spaces between 

tussocks, so the tussocks caused little difficulty; but it is conceivable 

that other tussoik heights and spacings could severely reduce ride quality. 

Motes and Observations 

Effects of surface 
cover on depth to permafrost 

52. Before the field test program began in August, personnel of the 

Arctic Test Board periodically measured the depth to permfrost for a 

range of muskeg surface cover.    Biis information was used as a basis for 

deciding when to begin field tests to get the full effects of a wide 

range of depths to permafrost.    Measurements were made at four locations 

five times between 26 June and 29 July 19^3 and once at the awme four 

locations during the field test program.   A plot of depth to permafrost 

versus time is given in plate 5 to show the wide range of depths to perma- 

frost that may be encountered in areas less than 1 square mile in size and 

to show the effects of surface cover on Mrte of thwr in the soil layer above 

permafrost.    It can be seen that beneath dense woods (stem spacing so 

close that walking would be difficult) permafrost was encountered at 16 in. 

below the surface on 21 August, and beneath spa-.f e woods (stem spacing such 

that a Weasel could be driven through without difficulty) permafrost was 

interpolated to be at 23 in. on 21 August.    In a grassy area that apparently 

remained wet or inundated during the sumer months,  permafrost was encoun- 

tered at 36 in. on 19 August and apparently had been at that depth since 

16 July.    In the area stripped of vegetation, permafrost had receded to a 

depth of U6 in. by 23 August.    This area was used by the Artie Test Board 

for mobility tests during the winter, but since the ground was frozen and 

the surface was covered with snow at that timr;, the surface appeared to be 

undisturbed when the tests described herein were conducted. 

Imnobilization of the Nll6 
and the M59 in a drainage channel 

53. The hazards of traveling cross-country over flat muskeg areas 
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underlain by pemafrost, bitt with the surface obscured by water, were 

deaonstrated wh«j field test crews were oovlng from VTS-1 to VTS-11 in 

the Birch Hill area. The ICLI6 and the M59 encountered a drainage channel 
while WTvlng cautiously over an Inundated area and were Immobilized.
Cross cectlons oT the channel at the points of iBBoblllzation of both 
vehicles are shown in plate 6. Pig. 19 shows the drainage channel and- 

the lwA>illzed MII6.

Fig. 19. Drainage channel and isnoblllzed MII6

54. The channel was I8 to 24 ft wide and had a marl mum water depth 
of 24 In. A layer of semifluid nuakeg existed between the water and 
pezmafrost. Both vehicles entered the channel going forward and attes^pted 

to cliab out going forward. After forward attempts failed, reverse attempts 
were tried and also failed. Immobilizations were caused by a combination 

of lack of adequate traction in the soft muskeg and a buildup of muskeg in 
front of and behind the vehicle as it attested to negotiate the ohannel 
slopes. Since both vehicles were amphibious, they experlaiced no diffi

culties from swasping or drowning out of the engines. Both were retrieved 

by an LGP-D8 with winch; the LGP-D8 ronained cm fim ground. Although 
tl» MU6 had a winch, no tree large enough to use as an anchor was nearby.
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PART IV:    CONCLUSIONS AND RBCOMMENUATIOSS 

Conclusions 

55,    From results of the tests reported herein It was concluded that: 

a     The depth to pennafrost and the strength of the muskeg layer 
_     above pennafrost act in combination to affect vehicle per- 

formance on a go-no go haais.    (Plates 1 and 2.) 

b. In the one muskeg area in which it was tested, the Mll6 was 
~     able to develop an average maximum drawbar pull of 59* of 

its gross weight.    Maximum pull was limited by torque con- 
verter output.    The M59 and the Vlhl were able to develop 
average maximum drawbar pulls of about 35 to W% of their 
gross weights.    Maximum pull for these two vehicles was 
limited by traction capacity of the muskeg.     (Paragraphs 
^3-U5.) 

c. In the two cross-country tests, the speed of the Mll6 was 
~     affected by visibility, and the reduction < ;i speed of both 

the M116 and the M59 when traveling through the test courses, 
as compared with maximum speed on hard surfaces, may he 
attributed to increased motion resistance.     (Paragraphs 
k7-h9.) 

d. Depths to permafrost are affected by surface cover. 
-     Shallowest permafrost was found generally under dense woody 

vegetation and deepest pemafrost was found generally in 
areas covered with grass and water or where all vegetation 
had been removed.     (Paragraph 52) 

Recommendations 

56.    It is recannended that; 
a. Additional tests of the type reported herein be conducted 
"     in unconflned muskeg areas on a range of muskeg strengths 

and pennafrost depths. 
b. Tests be conducted with a few wheeled vehicles to determine 
-     if they can operate in areas of shallow pennafrost. 

c. Tests be conducted to develop an adequate remolding test 
for muskeg. 
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Table k 

Cross-Country Tests 

Course 1 Course 2~ 

Factor 

Cone Index:    0-6 In. 
6-12 in. 

Moisture content, % 
dry weight:    0-6 in. 

6-12 in. 
Dry density, pcf:    0-6 in. 

6-12 in. 
Depth to permafrost, in. 

South 
Cell 

Soil Data 

68 
96 

^53.1 
33.6 
11.7 
72.5 

20 

North 
Cell 

83 
103 

399.1* 
3^.6 
11.0 
32.2 

Cell Vegetation Determinants 

Avg stem spacing, ft 15.8 13.2 
Avg stem diameter, in. 0.8 0.8 
Height class, k.d ft-l6.5 ft V V 
Predominant species Birch Birch 

Terrain Rouehness 

Avg relief, in.* 17.^ 
Avoidance tenn** 0.096 
Mlcroterrain classt Rough 

10.4 
0.004 

Inter- 
mediate 

South 
Cell 

35 
71 

176.2 
36.O 
19.5 
75.1 

3.4 
0.8 

V 
Spruce 

3.8 
0.0001 

Gentle 

2k 

North 
Cell 

90 
102 

267.0 
33.6 
17.9 
76.8 

7.2 
1.0 

V 
Spruce 

8.6 
0.001 

Inter- 
mediate 

MU6 
Speed, mph 
Visibility 
Ride quality 

M59 
Speed, mph 
Visibility 
Ride quality 

Vehicle Perfonnance 

13.3 12.8 
Fair 
Good 

8.7 8.7 
Good 
Poor 

4.0 5.9 
Poor 
Good 

7.5 7.6 
Good 
Fair 

»   Maxlawm difference between elevations within sample cell. 
**   A term to describe terrain roughness.    Details may be found in Water- 

ways Experiment Station CR 3-82, A Study of Mierorellef; Its Mapping, 
Classification, and Quantification by Means of a Fourier Analysis, by 
R. 0. Stone and J. Dugundji, University of Southern California, 
October 1963. 

t    Avoidance term    Mlcroterrain class 
<0.001 Gentle 
0.001 to 0.01 Intermediate 

>0.01 Rough 
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I. omaiMATIIIO »CTIVITY fC« 

U. S. Amy Engineer Watenray» Experiment Station 
Viokaburg, Mlsa. 

Unclaaalfled 

I. mMIIT TITLI 

TRAITICABILITr TESTS OH UBCOBFIHED ORQABIC TBRRAIH (MOBKEO); 
SONER 1963 TESTS 

«. oUcmmva NOTM rrw» •< • 
Report 1 of aeries 

»  »UTHOHfiJ <L—I nan. »ml IM« 

Rush, Edgar S. 
Schreiner, Barton G. 

«. MFOKT MTI 
Hovember 1966 

k »«act «.. 1-V-0-21701-A-Ol*6 

«. Task 02 

kk 
r NuMaanfs; 

Technical Report Bo. S-TW* 
Report 1 

• t. OTH«« ■»••■»   "*«> <*•»••"" Kraw 

This doovment Is subject to special export controls and each tranamlttal to 
forelp Wnienta or föreieTnatloMl. m«r he arte only with prior approval 
of U. S. torn; Engineer Watemava Experiment Station. 

11. (uraLaMBNTaav Neraa   > «UTiHT »CTIVITT 
U. 3. Any Materiel Coaaand 
Washington, D. C. 

A^r/m of trafflcablllty teats was conducted in unconfined muakeg area, at foH 
tad^tf Al«ka. ^ith f^ur tracked vehicle.,    an ^«P1"^«^«! =^:ler' 
«nM59 armored personnel carrier, an MUl co«b»t tank, and an MßOAl <***>* ***■• 
"if-pr^elled, go-no go teats were conducted with all four vehicle.; maximu.- 
toüffil terts we« conducted with the MU6, the «59. »d the m.1; jnd 
f««"^ apeed teats were conducted with the Mll6 -ndM».    H"^»" 
dlcate that a combination of depth to permafrost and strength of £« «"** 
layer above permafrost affects veulcle performance on a go-no go basis.    Average 
ÄTaJSr pull of the Mll6 was 59* of its g^ss -^X'STÄr 
limited by ita torque converter output.    The maximum P^a «tf the M59 and ** 
r«ged from 35 to to* of their gross weight, «id were 1^*«*^^^ "«J^1^ 
orfhe muskeg.    In the cross-country tests, the speed of ^^„"V «f »^ 
affected by the inability of the driver to aee over the vegetation ahead of him. 
^reduction in apeed of both the MU6 and the M59 when traveling on muakeg, 
as compared with maximum apeed on hard surfaces, may be attributed to increased 
motion resistance.    Depth to permafroat waa affected by aurface <=f"! «* 
shallowest permafrost was Äund generally under dense, woody vegetation, and the 
deepest perilfrost was found generally in areas covered with ««•■ «****' 0r 

where all vegetation had been removed.    It la recommended that «ddmonal 
^ests, including tests with a few wheeled vehicles, be conducted and that tests 
be conducted to develop an adequate remolding teat for muskeg. 

DD Ä 1473 Unclassified 
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I. OnOUMIlNa ACnVfTT bur 
U Mm autrutu. ukcurtacrrr. ipu 

M uttrllr rr ubr wcuMMUa T
2a. MMirT MKWITT 
■U lunrMy claaaMtaltM ml 
HaairUuM Oar'* la ' '

a afOa- 
It) immmtm

•nm Baurlkaarar- 
MMala ataUar 

I la U ka la uaat*

2*.
laaUra imw

u la ipaainaM la DaO M>
^ * --------- Emm

la AVAILAblJTY/LMrrATIOM MOnCE» Ealar u» 1^ 
liallaaa aa lathar «iaaaaMaaltaa af Um laport. alhat Ikaa Ikau 
—a-— by aacarlty claaaUUMlaa. ulat alaaiard autaaaata 
aack aa:

(I) "QaalUlaa raqualars mmy abtala caylaa of thia 
ra»af« hoai DDC"

C2> "Yoralu amairi----- - aaA «aaaMlaallan af iMa
lapart by DDC la aa( aatharlaaA”

m. Alaa. vkaa u>Maa»la. ahaar that oadaaal 
bua uaE far Omib J aaE Oraaa 4 u aulhar-

2. ■■ I tttla la all
Iba aarlaaalfla*

: voar TrnLB: iMar lha aa 
aa. TMw la aU eaau 

■ a-------- a" • mla mtmmu ha aatoctaE aAlhaal claaalllca.
Uub aha* IMa alaaalllaallaa la aU eaM*la la Muaahaala

aly laMaaMag Mm MMa
DBCnmVBNOm U MimMaU 

. a». IMarta, praiyMa. uaMUy^, a 
I Aalaa ariMa a apaalAa i

WaM. a». !• 
4aa Ifea Ma

rlhalivaaf 
. ar naai. 
bMparlaa la

%. AVTHOBCn Batar iba i ■(a) af aathaifa) u i
OT la Mm rayaM. Ealat laai aaaM, fhal aaMa, aMfia lalUaL 
II MUIary. ahaa raU aa4 hraaah af aarrica. Tha aaaa af 
lha priulaal aalhar la u abaalala alaMau iiaalriaiaab
«. MVOirT DATS Eaaar Mm 4aU af lha rapart aa Up.
______ yaar, ar aaMh. yaaa H aau Ihu au Uu appaan
aa Ma luart. aaa UU af pabileallaa.

TOTAL NUMUH or PAOak Tha Mlal pa«a eaaU 
iM Mlaw aaaaMi paUaallu piuiUtia. La., aaur lha 
Mr af papaa raafalAn UUmiaHaai 
WWEW or rBrnBHCBD laaar Mm Mlal aaa*ar af 

rafaraaeaa cMaM M lha rapaal.
•a. cownmcT o« obaitt iiwtr
lha appUcaMa «..ahar af lha ■ 
tha tapaM aru art taa
•». fc. h b rnOJBCT NUmBh Bafar lha upraprtala 
BlIIIMy UpaMaaM lUallllcallaa. aach u pra)ut aaahar, 
aabpMlacI aa^ar, ayala* aaaMara. laak aaahu, ate.

I ar uau aaUr ahich

9a OBMINATOBt BBPOBT NUIMB(I)> Baaat tha ^ 
cial ruarl tuMbar hy ahich Mm iacaaaU aW ba lUMIflaE 
aaE caaarallaM hy lha arlplaallai acllrlty. TWa aashar aap 
ba aalpaa ta Ihia tap an.
9». OTMBB BBTOBT M—BBWi U lha lapaM hu baaa

I Alraetly haa >DC.

"U. B Miliary apaaelaa say ohtaU eaplM af IMa 
tapart Mraelly haa DOC. Othar pMllOai aaara

"AU Uairbatlaa af iM 
IflaM DDC aaara ahaU i

I la eaanaUa* Qaal-

U lha lapaM haa baaa fwalahad la tha Offle^f Tubalcal 
PuMlaiat af Ceauaca. tar aala la taa pUllc, laU-

eala MU faal aai aaaa Mm prica, U kuaa 
IL BUrrLBHBirrAaY H0TB» Um la aMMIIloaal au>aaa> 
lary mfm.
IX VOmOMNO MOJTArY ACnVTTY: Baa tha aau af 
Mm MuaiaaUal paa)act afSea oi labaalary apoaaorlat (pay
IM iM iQaarrcb aU Uralopaut. laclaU
IX ABiTBACT- Baa an abalraci (Ivlap a bria aad factual

“ aa’a' JUT•y'SrJi"'pan. U adPlllaul apace la lapuiroM. a caulawtlan ahaal 
ahaU ba aitachaM.

h la hlakly Uarablo Ibal tha abatract ml etaaalftad M- 
pana ba ua^aalflai. Bach paraaaph a lha abatraa anai 
anM aMh mm laMIcallon a tha aUlltary aaciaily eUaa^alu 
a tha laoruMtloa la tha paragraph. ropraaaaaM mm (WA (lA
fCA ar (V).

Thara la no llaliatlon on lha lanah a tU ahaian. Haar- 
aaar. Um auggnlatl length la Irmm 1» to 229 aarU.
lA BBT PGBDB: Kay aorUa aro tachalcally aaaalaif»« ««; 
ar ahon phraua that eharactarlaa a laparl aaU my ba a^ mm 
laUa aalriaa la cataloging lha rapal. Bay arorU ma • 
aaaclod aa lha no aaalty claaalficaloa la raul>«<- I" «- 
flare, ouch aa agulpaaa a»Ul daaignalm. 
lay pro)ar> coda naoM. gaagrophlc Ixallan. my ba uad aa 
bay ba all! ba fallowad by an l-^icalliM ot
coaan. Tha uaignmM of linha. rulaa. and nalghla la 
aaiana. ____________________ __________
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